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In a previous paper it was proven that given the continued fractions 
*=a,+-!- I and 
a2 + a3 + ... 
B=b,+l ?- 
b, + b, + ... ’ 
where the a’s and b’s are positive integers, then A, B, A f  B, A/B and AB are 
irrational numbers if a,/2 > b, > af,“, for all n suffkiently large, and transcen- 
dental numbers if a,/2 > b, > ay, for all n suffkiently large. Using a more direct 
approach it is proven in this paper that A, B, A f  B, A/B and AB are transcen- 
dental numbers if a, > b, > a,, t” rP for all n sufficiently large. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In the continued fraction 
a,, and b, are called the elements of the continued fraction, and 
P b, b, bn 
c=a,+a,+a,+ . . . +a, 
is called the nth convergent. The formulas 
P, = a,$‘,-, + b,Pne2, Q,= a,Q,-, + b,Q,-,, (02) 
P,= 1, P1=a,, Q,=O, Q, = 1. 
(1.1) 
p pn-, L---z (-l)“b,b, .a. b, 
Q, Qn-, Qn-IQ, (n 2 2) (1.2) 
are well known (see [2, pp. 2, 41). 
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From formula (1.2) we can deduce (see [2, pp. 4-81) that if all the 
elements of the above mentioned continued fraction D are positive integers, 
then the odd-subscript convergents P2,,+, /Q*,,+ I form a strictly increasing 
sequence with limit D, and the even-subscript convergents P2,JQzn form a 
strictly decreasing sequence with limit D. It follows that 
holds for all 12 > 1. 
It should be noted that, unless stated otherwise, all letters appearing 
paper represent positive integers only. 
(1.3) 
in this 
2. ON TRANSCENDENTAL NUMBERS WHOSE SUM, 
DIFFERENCE, QUOTIENT AND 
PRODUCT ARE TRANSCENDENTAL NUMBERS 
We will now find the growth conditions on the elements of 
A=a,+J- 1 
a2 +G+ ..a 
and B=b,+l -L 
b, + b, + a.. 
which will assure us that A, B, A f B, A/B and AB are all transcendental 
numbers. 
THEOREM 2.1. If 
A(n)=a, +’ 
1 
a2 +a,+ 
L=YP,(aifOfor *<i(n) 
s-s +a, ‘Q, 
B(n) = b, + 1 
1 
L=s(bi+O for 2<i<n) 
b, +b,++b, bQn 
then, for all n > 1, we have 
a2 + b2 A(n) + B(n) = a, t b, + - a2b2F, EP4 
a,b, t E,-F, t Ed--F, 
& F, En-IF, 
+ Es-F, +-se+ E,-F,,’ 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
E, = “QnbQ,(“Q,-z”Q,-, + bQ,-,bQ,-,>~ 
F, = aQn-2bQn-2YQn-laQn + “Qn- IbQnh 
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ff2 - b2 B(n) -A(n) = b,a, + - a2b2H3 G3H4 
a,b, +G3--H3+G4-H4 
G4HS G,-,H, 
+G,-H,+...+G,-H,’ (2.4) 
G, = "Q,bQn("Q,-2"Q,-x - bQn-zbQn-,) 
H,, = aQ,-2bQ,-d“Qn-,aQn - "Qn-,"Q,>, 
A(n) a1 
B(n)=b,+ 
b, b2 - ala2 a,b,(b,bz + l)J, I,J, 
a,b,@,b, + 1) + I, - J, + Id-J4 
4J5 In-,Jn 
+1,-J, +...+I,- (2.5) 
I, = “QnbP,(“Q, _ z’=P,, -, - bQn - zbPn - 11, 
J, = nQn-2bP,-z(0QnaPn-, - bQnbPn-J, 
A(n) B(n) = a,& + 
alu2 + b, b, + 1 a,b,L, K3L4 
a b 
2 2 + K,-L, + K,-L, 
K4LS K-,&l 
+ K,-L, +...+K,-L,’ (2.6) 
K,, = “Q,bQ,(“Q,-,aP,-, + bQn-1bPn-2)9 
L, = aQ,-zbQ,-2(aQ,aP,--1 + bQn-lbPn), 
A(n) 
B(n) = a;l + 
( w2+ 1 ),,b’b*+l)‘b*) -a;, N, M,N, 
1 +M,-N,+M,-N, 
M,N, M”-IN, 
+M,-N,+--a+ M,,-N,,’ 
M, = (“Pn-2/V-2> 
(bp’p,&Q,-3 _ ~~,_~/=Q,_,)(~~,-ll~Qn-l), 
N, = ("P,/aQ,) (bPfi/ba,) _ (“p,- JQ,- ,JbP.-dbQ+ 
(2.7) 
Furthermore, if a, > b, > 0 for n > N, where N is a sufficiently large 
number, then all the elements in the above continued fraction expansions are 
positive for n > N. 
Proof. It is known (see [2, p. 121) that the continued fraction, whose 
convergents are the distinct numbers D,, D,, D3,..., is given by 
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4 -D, D,+ 1 4 - 4 tD2 - DAD, - 04) t D,-D, t .D, -D, 
(Dn-2 -Dn-N’n-1 -DA 
t t . . . Dn -De2 t * . . . 
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If we substitute D, = “P,/“Q, + bP,/bQn, n > 1, into (2.8), and note from 
(1.2) that 
Dn-Dn-l= C-1 1" C-1)" 
'QnaQ,-, + bQnbQn-l 
(n > 21, 
then we obtain (2.3). 
To derive (2.4) we substitute D, = “P,lbQn - “P,/“Q,, n > 1, into (2.8) 
and again use (1.2). Formulas (2.5), (2.6) and (2.7) are proven in a similar 
fashion. 
To prove that all the elements of the continued fraction expansion for 
A + B are positive integers let us observe, from (2.3), that E,-,F, is 
obviously a positive integer. Also, from (1. l), we see that 
E, -F, = aQ,=Qn-,“Q,-,<bQ, - bQn-2) 
+ bQnbQn-,bQn-2rQn - uQn-J 
= aQ,aQn-,aQn-AbQn-, 
+ bQnbQn-lbQ,-2a,aQn-I > 0. 
Finally, repeated applications of formulas (1. l), together with some very 
intricate inequality manipulations (see [3]), will yield the remaining desired 
results. 
LEMMA 2.2. If 
is the continued fraction 
A/B or AB, 
C’e,t$+$t 
2 3 
. . . 
expansion, given in Theorem 2.1, for either A f B, 
and n is sflciently large, then a,, > b, implies that ‘Q, < aQF’3. 
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ProoJ Formulas (2.3), (2.4), (2.5) and (2.6) readily lead to the desired 
inequalities 
‘Q, = encQn-, + dncQne2 < ‘Qn-,(4 + en> 
< ,Q2 (di + et) < fi 2”Qi < aQzn+3, 
i=2 
which hold for all n suffkiently large. 
LEMMA 2.3. For the continued fraction 
where all the a’s are the positive integers, ly n is sflciently large, then 
a ” > af,n_,“’ implies that “Qi’ < a:. 
ProoJ: From (1.1) it follows that 
“Qr < fi (ai + 1)” < a:’ fi a(nI,‘)Y2 < a:, 
i=l i=l 
for all n sufficiently large. 
THEOREM 2.4. For 
A=a,+l -!- 
a2 + a3 + --- 
and B=b,+;+$+ 7 
2 3 
. . . 
where the a’s and b’s are positive integers, if a,, > b, > ap--,1)2 for all n 
sufJiciently large, then A, B, A f B, A/B and AB are all transcendental 
numbers. 
Proof. Liouville’s theorem for transcendental numbers implies that if 
a, > ‘Qz::, for n suffkiently large, then A is transcendental (see [4, p. 561). 
From this result and Lemma 2.3, coupled with the assumption that 
a > b > ap:11)2, for n suffkiently large, it is easily seen that A and B are 
bith Ganscendental numbers. 
Now let 
A+B=C=e,+& 4 
e, +G+ .fs 
and “P,/“Q, + bP,,/bQ, = ‘P,/cQ,, f or n> 1. Then, using (l.l), (1.3) 
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Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.3, it follows that, for it sufficiently large, we have 
1 1 2 
’ 'QnaQ,,+, + bQ,,bQn+, ’ bQ,,bQn+, 
1 1 1 1 
’ b,, , 
-c-p0 - 
n Q;” < ‘Q’,.’ ’ 
and. therefore A + B is transcendental by Roth’s theorem (see [6]). 
According to Roth’s theorem a real number C is transcendental if there are 
infinitely many pairs of integers P and Q such that 0 < 1 C - P/Q1 < l/Q’ for 
some fixed t > 2. 
To prove that A/B is transcendental let 
and . . . 
for n > 1. Proceeding as in the above argument, and noting that 
“P,pQ, < a, + l/a, < 2a, and b, < bP,,/bQ, for n > 1, we obtain 
for all n sufficiently large, which proves that A/B is transcendental. 
In a similar fashion it can easily be proven that A -B and AB are also 
transcendental numbers. 
EXAMPLE 2.5. If 
A=3”!‘2+~+~+ . . . 
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B=2”l’:+&+&+ . . . 
then A, II, A k B, A/B and AB are all transcendental numbers. 
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